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Beyond a'white box', the
Pinacothdque de Paris
exists as a platform that
encour ag e s app r eciation
of fine art from different
p er sp ectiv es. Sing ap or e w ill
soon welcome an offshoot of
this g ame-chang ing museum.
SAMANTHALEE S KOH
YUEN LIN find out what's on
the drawing board
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I- r:cue Perspective

Marc Restellini is passionate
and emphatic. He says things like "The
future is culture". He fiddles with three
phones. He fidgets, and thinks faster than
he speaks. All commensurate with a rnan
who was once the enfant teruible of the
art world, but is fast becoming the enfant
adorte of museum-goers every'where.

The man is the founder of the
Pinacothdque de Paris, the city's largest
private art museum situated on the Place

de la Madeleine. He is also one of four
partners involved in the launch of the
Singapore Pinacothdque de Paris (SPdP)

rn 2015, poised to be a bold, challenging
addition tc the museum landscape here.
His claim to notoriety: the notion of
transversality. Applying a mathematical
concept that explores how spaces
intersect to his curatorial philosopy,
Restellini eschews classical curatorial
tropes (classi$ing by artist, era, or school)
to display works according to aesthetic
or thematic connections (across artists,
eras and schools). A recent exhibition,
for example, argued for Jackson
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supported with funding from goYernment

agencies such as the Singapore Tourism

Board (STB). It will be housed in the

Fort Canning Centre for the 463 (FCA),

a heritage building dating back to the

1920s, which will be transformed into
a thriving cultural centre. Retail and

F&B outlets are slated to orbit the main
attraction ofthe SPdP.

Judging from the PoP-uP
exhibition organised in September 2013,

the Singaporean arm already boasts its

fair share offans. Over the course ofthree
months, more than 15,000 people turned
up to view the 40 Pieces - including
works by Modigliani, Picasso and,Monet

- brought over from the Permanent
collection in Paris. "It was a preview

of what to expect in the SPdPi' saYs

Patricia de la Motte, head curator of the

SPdP. "Adults and students alike were

really excited to view the artworks in
the flesh; there's nothing like standing
right next to a Painting to trulY
understand its emotive impact and the

techniques that went into making it."
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The comPleted museum will
boast a permanent collection of its own,

comprising about 40 masterpieces that are

on long-term loan from private collectors'

Temporary exhibitions, arguably the

Pinacothdque's most compelling facet, will
be shuttled to and from Paris. According

to Restellini, a multifaceted show on

Cleopatra is already in the works. "We

will display artistic depictions of the
Egyptian queen throughout history,
alongside archaeological relics, sculpture,

and even fllm excerPts."
With the diverse range of obiects

on display that attends the concept of
transversality, the 19th century model

of the museum as a neutral 'white box'
no longer ho1ds. Awork of art mounted
on a blank white wall, Restellini believes,

invokes a dialogue soiely with the viewer'

But works of art mounted close to each

other (too close, according to some

traditionalists), invite juxtaposition
and comparison. The dialogue emerges

between the works, shedding new light
on familiar pieces.
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for the Arts
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building will bouse tbe SPdP
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I Tbe response to the
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In fact, the name.,pinacothdque,,
itself reveals Restellini,s intentions
- it translates from Greek into ,the
image box'. What it eyokes aren,t the
cayernous halls of the Louvre, but
the cluttered wunderkammern of
Renaissance Europe. These,cabinets
of curiosities' - precursors to the
modern museum - were idiosyncratic
collections of esoterica, mirroring the
individualistic tastes and interests of
their owners. The modus operandi,
according to Restellini, is one that
bestows life and a contextual vibrancy
upon the objects themselves. ..Andr6

Malraux (French Minister for Cultural
Affairs in the 1950s) once said that .the
museum must not become a cemetery,,,,
he explains. "I agree with him. yes,
museums should be places of memory.
But they should also aim to keep works
of art alive, to demonstrate how they
transcend their points of origin. The
way to do that is to put them in contact
with each other, to constantly raise
flresh perspectives and questions.,,

To that end, the pinacothdque
de Paris' head designer, Laurent
Guinamard-Casati, with whom
Restellini has been collaborating for
over a decade, has been roped in to
ensure the museum,s essence remains
intact. Its singular scenography will
remain; apart from closely-hung works
and a unique lighting system that
thrusts each piece towards the viewer,
fenestrated partitions allow viewers to
compare these pieces across the room
- a literal translation of transversality
from concept to spatial design.

Of course, tranversality extends
beyond the museum walls. One of the
benefits ofa Singapore pinacothdque lies
in its regional connections. .,The ultimate
goal is to nurture exchange between
the sister museums," says de la Motte.
"We're developing strong networks
in the region - Southeast Asia, Japan,
China - to bring in Asian masterpieces
and showcase them to the European
audience. It's important to learn how
art is connected around the world.,,

If preservation of cukure ls a
museum's raison d'6tre, then rhe S!c?
satisfies it on two counts - ria ar- a::i
its heritage-centric location. The FC-+
sits in the historic Forr Canni::g ?.a:k. a
strategic patch ofland that ha: sen-ed as
the seat of royalty in the \Ialar K;:igdo::l
of the 14th century. the reside::.ce o: Sir
Stamford Raffles. and a fapanse =;;-;e_rr-base during WV\rII.

It follolr-s rhat trea;nenr ot rhe
FCA building \rarranrs urmosE care.
Guinamard-Casati. also an architect
specialising in historic restoration,
is working closely rvith local firm
DP Architects ro ensure that interior
refurbishments do not interfere with
the landmark fagade. Deputy CEO of Dp
Architects. Angelene Chan, shares, ..As an
adaptive re-use project, the new museum
is different from a tradirional building that
is designed and constructed from scratch.
A delicate balance bet'ween re-planning the
interior, updating the facility to modern
standards, and retaining the architectural
heritage ofthe buildinghas ro be achieved.,,



Then there are the structural
concessions necessary to ensure the
artworks enjoy optimum conditions.
Singapore's climate - humid, hoq sunlight
galore - is every curator's nightmare.
The necessary conditions are precise.

No direct sunlight. Temperature kept at
22 degrees Celsius. Humidiry no higher
than 55 per cent. The solution? Creating a

'box within a box' - a separate structure
within the existing space that allows a

minutely controlled environment, at the
same time avoiding major alterations to
the building's exterior.

In fact, having to work around
conservation guidelines gives the
museum an added dimension - wherein
architecture forms part of the experience
itself. For instance, the staircases within
the FCA -breezy colonial-era structures
of teak floorboards and whitewashed
panelling - are left unchanged to
preserve the authenticity ofthe interior.
"In a sense, the staircases become an
artifact within the space - very much
on display in the same way the artworks
are shown," Chan says.

Some change is allowed,
though. Arts Heritage Singapore plans
to imbue the airy second-story balconies
with decidedly local flavour. An open
call will be extcrdbd to Singaporean
artists, inviting them to submit original
design proposals. Selected works will
then be translated into vibrant mosaics
imprinted upon the balcony floor. The
theme? You guessed it - transversality.

When asked about the role
of the museum in society, Restellini's
answer was unequivocal: "Major". A
spate of projected outreach programs
best illustrate the museum's enduring
relevance. De la Motte cites the
student's pamphlet created for the
pop-up exhibition - a handy booklet
that leads students on an interactive
journey through famous masterpieces -
as a taste of things to come. "We want
to extend this series of collateral to
different ages - teenagers and adults,
too." Moreover, while the first floor
of the FCA will house the permanent
collection, the second wiII include two
ateliers in addition to the temporary
exhibitions. "The idea is to make the
SPdP a'school', a place where art comes
a1ive. Artists and arts practitioners
from the region will be invited to hold
practical workshops and lectures in our
two classrooms."

When you think about it,
Restellini's - and by extension, the
SPdP's - vision is one of connection.
Between works of art, between works
and the viewer, between the realms
of art and history, even between one
another. Remember that cluote about
culture being the future? He first said
it 15 years ago, and he is still saying
it today. 'Art and culture will endure,
because it forms the connective tissue
of humanity. It connects people across

time and space; it creates social and
historical cohesion." While this might
be a customarily Gallic sentiment, the
impending launch of the audaciously
trailblazing Pinacothdque looks set to
change more than just our museum
landscape in the days to come. It's going
to change paradigms too, and we're the
better for it.eo
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Singapore Stop
The 2013 pop-up

exhibition was a preuiew

of what's to come in 2015

Educational Arm
Tbe Singapore edinon aims to

be an educononal desnnation
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